
Module  Eight
Managing Stress



Notice to Reader

This program cannot be construed as a recommendation of medical treatment or medication. It is not 

professed to be physical or medical treatment nor is any such claim made. There are no medical 

recommendations or claims for the Healthy Gut or for any of the vitamin or mineral regimens 

described in this program.

No individual should undertake the program or any of its regimens without first consulting and 

obtaining the informed approval of a licensed medical practitioner. The author makes no warranties or 

representation as to the effectiveness of the Healthy Gut.

The statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration.
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Notice to Reader

Copyright © 2019 by Health Coach Group.  All Rights Reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced 

or redistributed in any form or by any electronic or mechanical means, including information storage 

and retrieval systems, without permission in writing from the publisher.

Published in the United States by:

Health Coach Group, LLC,

7601 Military Avenue, Omaha, NE 68134

http://www.thehealthcoachgroup.com
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Stress-Gut
Connection



STRESS – GUT CONNECTION

Overwhelming work and school.  Church politics, cranky kids.  Having too much to do and not enough time to do it 

in. Many of us run into these things daily.  Then, just having a digestive condition can be a source of anxiety itself. 

Studies show that a major stressful event that was over long ago could still be affecting your gut now.

Being stressed-out may also cause us to binge eat or drink too much alcohol, which affects our gut. What is the real 

effect of stress on our gut? Many studies show that stressful life events are associated with the onset of symptoms or 

worsening of symptoms.

Chronic stress has a negative impact on our gut health, and thus our overall health.  Stress harms our immune 

function, messes with hormone levels, and increases inflammation by producing immune compounds called 

cytokines.

When we reduce stress, we promote a healthier gut, which then promotes healthy neurotransmitter function.
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Stress 
Less



REDUCE ANXIETY

Become a better breather. Stress can cause shallow breathing, which means that your body won’t get enough 

oxygen to fully relax. Learn to breathe more slowly and deeply from your abdomen. One way to do this is to imagine 

that you have a small beach ball behind your belly button, which you slowly inflate and deflate.

Watch your ‘self-talk’. Much of our anxiety is self-induced, meaning that we often get ourselves wound up worrying 

about worst-case scenarios or blowing small incidents out of proportion.

Monitor your negative thoughts to see how often you fret about things such as losing your job or making mistakes. If 

you find yourself obsessing, try to substitute a negative thought with a positive, but realistic one. For example, instead 

of thinking, “I know something will go wrong during my presentation”, tell yourself, “No matter what happens, I can 

handle it”.

Get physical. Exercise is a well-known tension reducer and can help relieve symptoms. The paradox is that strenuous, 

high-impact exercises might induce GERD symptoms, so take care to increase exercise slowly and assess your body’s 

tolerance to this as you do.
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REDUCE ANXIETY

Become a better time manager. Many of us underestimate the amount of time it will take to do something, which 

means we’re often running late. Try keeping a time management log for a week to get a better idea of how much time 

various tasks actually take, and then learn to prioritize them so that you’re getting the most important things done 

first. A good rule of thumb is to give yourself 20% more time than you think you need to do the task.

Learn to say no. Thinking you can ‘do it all’ creates unnecessary pressure. Learn how to set boundaries for yourself. 

Politely – yet firmly – turn down additional responsibilities or projects that you don’t have the extra time or energy for. 

Don’t feel obliged to give long, detailed explanations as to why. A simple, “I’d love to help you out, but I’m booked up,” 

will usually do in most cases.

Take time out for yourself. Our minds and bodies require a certain amount of variety, or else our overcharged nervous 

systems will keep speeding right into the next day. Try to take at least one day off each week to do something you 

really enjoy, whatever that may be. Remember to include things like getting enough sleep, exercising your faith, 

having a leisurely bath, listening to music, playing with a pet, having conversations with friends, or anything that gives 

you pleasure.
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REDUCE ANXIETY

Have a good belly laugh. Laughter is a natural stress reliever that helps to lower blood pressure, slow your heart and 

breathing rate, and relax your muscles. How do you tickle your funny bone? Catch comedies, have a chuckle with a 

friend, and make an effort to look on the lighter side of life.

Choose foods carefully. Some foods can increase your stress level while others can help reduce it. Generally, fatty, 

sugary, and/or processed foods seem to increase stress in most people while lean meat, whole grains, and fresh fruits 

and vegetables seem to decrease stress. Choose foods wisely and in addition to reducing stress, your body will love 

you for it!
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Breathing
To Reduce Stress



BREATHE AND RELAX

Dr. Weil’s Easy Relaxation Exercise

• Sit up straight

• Place the tip of your tongue against the ridge of tissue just behind your upper front teeth, and keep it there 
through the entire exercise.

• Exhale through your mouth around your tongue; try pursing your lips slightly if this seems awkward.

STEPS

q Exhale completely through your mouth, making a whoosh sound.

q Close your mouth and inhale quietly through your nose to a mental count of 4.

q Hold your breath for a count of 7.

q Exhale completely through your mouth, making a whoosh sound to a count of 8.

q This is one breath. Now inhale again and repeat the cycle three more times for a total of four breaths.
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BREATHE AND RELAX
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Are the numbers important? 

The absolute time you spend on each phase is not important; the ratio of 4:7:8 is important. If you have trouble holding 

your breath, speed the exercise up but keep to the ratio of 4:7:8 for the three phases. With practice you can slow it all 

down and get used to inhaling and exhaling more and more deeply

Why should I do it?

This exercise is a natural tranquilizer for the nervous system. Unlike tranquilizing drugs, which are often effective when 

you first take them but then lose their power over time, this exercise is subtle when you first try it but gains in power 

with repetition and practice. Use this new skill whenever anything upsetting happens - before you react. Use it 

whenever you are aware of internal tension. Use it to help you fall asleep.

How often?

Do it at least twice a day. You cannot do it too frequently. Do not do more than four breaths at one time for the first

month of practice. Later, if you wish, you can extend it to eight breaths. If you feel a little lightheaded when you first 

breathe this way, do not be concerned - it will pass.



Kitchen Hacks
For a Health Gut



BLEND

A Good Blender

Is worth it’s weight in gold.

A blender retains fiber.  It can be used 

for smoothies, soups, nut butters, 

frostings, dressings, and more.
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Travel
Tips



PACK A BAG OF SNACKS

Prepare some healthy snacks to 
take with you so you aren’t stuck 
with airport foods.  You can 
usually make it a few hours until 
you get from point a to point b 
without food, but just in case, 
have something healthy along to 
eat.
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Stress Free 
Secrets



Prepare meals together with love.  Eat 

more meals at home and eat locally 

grown whole-foods.

EVERYTHING’S BETTER WITH 
LOVE
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Move
It



BECOME AN EXPLORER

Explore new places when you’re out for 

your walk.  It keeps the activity fun and 

exciting and you can go miles before 

you know it!
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Congratulations! 
You’re Ready For The Next Module


